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Abstract

A novel method for regression has been recently proposed by
V� Vapnik et al� ��� ��� The technique� called Support Vector
Machine �SVM�� is very well founded from the mathematical
point of view and seems to provide a new insight in function
approximation� We implemented the SVM and tested it on
the same data base of chaotic time series that was used in
��� to compare the performances of di	erent approximation
techniques� including polynomial and rational approximation�
local polynomial techniques� Radial Basis Functions� and Neu

ral Networks� The SVM performs better than the approaches
presented in ���� We also study� for a particular time series�
the variability in performance with respect to the few free
parameters of SVM�

� Introduction

In this paper we analyze the performance of a new regression technique called
a Support Vector Machine 
�� 	�� This technique can be seen as a new way
to train polynomial� neural network� or Radial Basis Functions regressors�
The main dierence between this technique and many conventional regres�
sion techniques is that it uses the Structural Risk Minimization and not the
Empirical Risk Minimization induction principle� Since this is equivalent to
minimizing an upper bound on the generalization error� rather than mini�
mizing the training error� this technique is expected to perform better than
conventional techniques� Our results show that SVM is a very promising
regression technique� but in order to assess its reliability and performances
more extensive experimentation will need to be done in the future� We begin
by applying SVM to several chaotic time series data sets that were used by
Casdagli 
�� to test and compare the performances of dierent approximation
techniques� The SVM is a technique with few free parameters� In absence of
a principled way to choose these parameters we performed an experimental
study to examine the variability in performance as some of these parameters
vary between reasonable limits� The paper is organized as follows� In the
next section we formulate the problem of time series prediction and see how



it is equivalent to a regression problem� In section � we brie�y review the
SVM approach to the regression problem� In section �� the chaotic time series
used to benchmark previous regression methods 
�� are introduced� Section
� contains the experimental results and the comparison with the techniques
presented in 
��� Section � focuses on a particular series� the Mackey�Glass�
and examines the relation between parameters of the SVM and generalization
error�

� Time Series Prediction and Dynamical Sys�

tems

For the purpose of this paper a dynamical system is a smooth mapF � R�S �
S where S is an open set of an Euclidean space� Writing F �t�x� � F t�x��
the map F has to satisfy the following conditions�

�� F��x� � x�

�� Ft�Fs�x�� � Fs�t�x� �s� t � R

For any given initial condition x� � F��x� a dynamical system de�nes a tra�
jectory x�t� � Ft�x�� in the set S� The direct problem in dynamical systems
consists in analyzing the behavior and the properties of the trajectories x�t�
for dierent initial conditions x�� We are interested in a problem similar
to the inverse of the problem stated above� We are given a �nite portion
of a time series x�t�� where x is a component of a vector x that represents
a variable evolving according to some unknown dynamical system� We as�
sume that the trajectory x�t� lies on a manifold with fractal dimension D �a
�strange attractor��� Our goal is to be able to predict the future behavior
of the time series x�t�� Remarkably� this can be done� at least in principle�
without knowledge of the other components of the vector x�t�� In fact� Tak�
ens embedding theorem 
�� ensures that� under certain conditions� for almost
all � and for some m � �D�� there is a smooth map f � Rm �R such that�

x�n� � � f �x��n� ��� �� x��n � ��� �� � � � � x��n�m�� �� ���

The value of m used is called the embedding dimension and the smallest
value for which ��� is true is called the minimum embedding dimension� m��
Therefore� if the map f were known� the value of x at time n� is uniquely
determined by its m values in the past� For simplicity of notation we de�ne
the m�dimensional vector

�xn�� � �x��n � ��� �� x��n� ��� �� � � � � x��n�m�� ��

in such a way that eq� ��� can be written simply as x�n� � � f��xn����
If N observations fx�n� �gNn�� of the time series x�t� are known� then one
also knows N � m values of the function f � and the problem of learning



the dynamical system becomes equivalent to the problem of estimating the
unknown function f from a set of N � m sparse data points in Rm� Many
regression techniques can be used to solve problems of this type� In this paper
we concentrate on the Support Vector algorithm� a novel regression technique
developed by V� Vapnik et al� 
	��

� Support Vectors Machines for Regression

In this section we sketch the ideas behind the Support Vectors Machines
�SVM� for regression� a more detailed description can be found in 
	� and 
���
In a regression problem we are given a data set G � f�xi� yi�gNi��� obtained
sampling� with noise� some unknown function g�x� and we are asked to de�
termine a function f that approximates g�x�� based on the knowledge of G�
The SVM considers approximating functions of the form�

f�x� c� �
DX
i��

ci�i�x� � b ���

where the functions f�i�x�g
D
i�� are called features� and b and fcig

�

i�� are coef�
�cients that have to be estimated from the data� This form of approximation
can be considered as an hyperplane in the D�dimensional feature space de�
�ned by the functions �i�x�� The dimensionality of the feature space is not
necessarily �nite� and we will present examples in which it is in�nite� The
unknown coe�cients are estimated by minimizing the following functional�

R�c� �
�

N

NX
i��

j yi � f�xi� c� j� ��kck
� ���

where � is a constant and the following robust error function has been de�ned�

j yi � f�xi� c� j��

��
� � if j yi � f�xi� c� j� �

j yi � f�xi� c� j otherwise�
���

Vapnik showed in 
�� that the function that minimizes the functional in eq�
��� depends on a �nite number of parameters� and has the following form�

f�x� �� ��� �
NX
i��

���i � �i�K�x�xi� � b� ���

where ��i�i � �� �i� �
�

i � � i � �� � � � � N � and K�x�y� is the so called kernel

function� and describes the inner product in the D�dimensional feature space�

K�x�y� �
DX
i��

�i�x��i�y�



The interesting fact is that for many choices of the set f�i�x�g
D
i��� includ�

ing in�nite dimensional sets� the form of K is analytically known and very
simple� and the features �i never need to be computed in practice because
the algorithm relies only on computation of scalar products in the feature
space� Several choices for the kernel K are available� including gaussians�
tensor product B�splines and trigonometric polynomials� The coe�cients �
and �� are obtained by maximizing the following quadratic form�

R���� �� � ��
NX
i��

���i��i��
NX
i��

yi��
�

i��i��
�

�

NX
i�j��

���i��i���
�

i��i�K�xi�xj��

���

subject to the constraints � � ��i � �i � C and
PN

i����
�

i ��i� � �� Due to the
nature of this quadratic programming problem� only a number of coe�cients
��i � �i will be dierent from zero� and the data points associated to them
are called support vectors� The parameters C and � are two free parameters
of the theory� and their choice is left to the user� They both control the
VC�dimension of the approximation scheme� but in dierent ways� A clear
theoretical understanding is still missing and we plan to conduct experimental
work to understand their role�

� Benchmark Time Series

We tested the SVM regression technique on the same set of chaotic time
series that has been used in 
�� to test and compare several approximation
techniques�

��� The Mackey�Glass time series

We considered two time series generated by the Mackey�Glass delay�dierential
equation 
���

dx�t�

dt
� ����x�t� �

���x�t���

� � x�t�����
� ���

with parameters � � ��� �� and embedding dimensionsm � �� � respectively�
We denote these two time�series by MG�� and MG��� In order to be con�
sistent with 
�� the initial condition for the above equation was x�t� � ��	
for � � t � �� and the sampling rate � � �� The series were generated by
numerical integration using a fourth order Runge�Kutta method�

��� The Ikeda map

The Ikeda map 
�� is a two dimensional time series which is generated iterating
the following map�



f�x�� x�� � �� � ��x� cos 	 � x� sin	�� ��x� sin	 � x� cos	��� ���

where 	 � ���� ���
�� � x�� � x���� In 
�� Casdagli considered both this time
series� that we will denote by Ikeda�� and the one generated by the fourth
iterate of this map� which has a more complicated dynamic� and that will be
denoted by Ikeda��

��� The Lorenz time series

We also considered the time series associated to the variable x of the Lorenz
dierential equation 
���

�x � ��y � x�� �y � rx� y � xz� �z � xy � bz �	�

where � � ��� b � �
� � and r � ��� We considered two dierent sampling

rates� � � ���� and � � ����� generating the two time series Lorenz���	 and
Lorenz����� The series were generated by numerical integration using a fourth
order Runge�Kutta method�

� Comparison with Other Techniques

In this section we report the results of the SVM on the time series presented
above� and compare them with the results reported in 
�� about dierent ap�
proximation techniques �polynomial� rational� local polynomial� Radial Basis
Functions with multiquadrics as basis function� and Neural Networks�� In all
cases a time series fx�n� �gN�M

n�� � was generated� the �rst N points were used
for training and the remaining M points were used for testing� In all cases
N was set to ���� except for the Ikeda�� for which N � ���� while M was
always set to ����� The data sets we used were the same that were used in

��� Following 
��� denoting by �fN the predictor built using N data points�
the following quantity was used as a measure of the generalization error of
�fN �

��� �fN � �
�

M

MX
n�N��

�x�n� �� �fN ��xn�����

Var
����

where Var is the variance of the time series� We implemented the SVM using
MINOS ��� 
�� as the solver for the Quadratic Programming problem of eq�
���� Details of our implementation can be found in 
��� For each series we
choose the kernel� K� and parameters of the kernel that gave us the smallest
generalization error� This is consistent with the strategy adopted in 
��� The
results are reported in table ���� The last column of the table contains the



results of our experiments� while the rest of the table is from 
�� with param�
eters and kernels set as in the remaining part of this section�

Mackey�Glass time�series� the kernel K was chosen to have the following
form�

K�x�xi� �
mX
d��

sin��� � �
���x
d� � x

d�
i ��

sin�����x
d� � x

d�
i ��

����

where x
d� is the d�th component of the m�dimensional vector x� and a � is an
integer� This kernel generates an approximating function that is an additive
trigonometric polynomial of degree �� and correspond to features �i that are
trigonometric monomials up to degree �� We tried various values for � and
C� The embedding dimension for the series MG�� and MG�� were m � �
and m � � in accordance with the work by Casdagli� and we used � � ���
and � � �����

Lorenz time�series� For the Lorenz���� and Lorenz���� series the polyno�
mial kernels of order � and �� were used� The embedding dimensions used
were � and �� respectively� The value of � used was �����

Ikeda map� a B�spline of order � was used as the kernel� and the value of �
was �����

Poly Rational Locd�� Locd�� RBF N�Net SVM

MG�� �������� �������� ����� ����� ����� ���		 ���
� ����


MG�� ����	��� ���

��� ����� ����� ����	 ���� ����� ���


Ikeda� ��������� ���	��	� ����� ���
� ����� � ����� �
��

Ikeda� ���	����� ���
����� ����� ����	 ����	 � ���
� ����

Lor���
 �������� ���
	��� ���		 �
��� �
��� � ����� �
��

Lor���� ���	��
� ���
���� ����� ����	 ����	 � ����� ����

Table �� Estimated values of log�� ��
�fn
 for the SVM algorithm and for various

regression algorithms� as reported in ���� The degrees used for the best rational and
polynomial regressors are in superscripts beside the estimates� Locd�� and Locd��

refer to local approximation with polynomials of degree � and � respectively� The
numbers in parenthesis near the SVM estimates are the number of support vectors
obtained by the algorithm� The Neural Networks results which are missing were
also missing in ����



� Sensitivity of SVM to Parameters and Em�

bedding Dimension

In this section we report our observations on how the generalization error
and the number of support vectors vary with respect to the free parameters
of the SVM and to the choice of the embedding dimension� The parameters
we analyze are therefore C� �� the dimensionality of the feature space D� and
the embedding dimension m� All of these results are for the MG�� series�
Figure �a demonstrates that C has little eect on the generalization error
�the plot spans over � orders of magnitude�� The parameter C has also little
eect on the number of support vector� as shown in �gure �b� which remains
almost constant in the range ����� ���� The results were similar for kernels
with low �D � ��� high �D � ���� and in�nite dimensionality of the feature
spaces�

�a� �b�

Figure �� �a� The L� generalization error versus C for the MG�� series� �b
 The
number of support vectors versus C for the same series� The kernel was an additive
trigonometric polynomial with � � ����

The parameter � has a strong eect on the number of support vectors and on
the generalization error� and its relevance is related to D� In order to see why
this happens� remember that if I
c� and Iemp
c� are respectively the expected
risk and empirical risk� with probability �� �

I
c� � Iemp
c� � �

s
h�log �N

h
� ��� log �

�

N
� ����

where � is a bound on the cost function used to de�ne the expected risk and
h is the VC�dimension of the approximation scheme� It is known that the

VC�dimension satis�es h � min�R
�
A����

��
� D� � �
���� where R is the radius

of the smallest sphere that contains all the data points in the feature space�



A is a bound on the norm of the vector of coe�cients� When D is small� the
VC�dimension h is not dependent on � and the second term on the bound
of the generalization error is constant and therefore a very small � does not
cause over�tting� For the same reason when D is large the term is very
sensitive to � and over�tting occurs for small �� Numerical results con�rm
this� For example� �gures � and � which correspond to feature spaces of ���
and in�nite dimensions� respectively� show over�tting� �The kernels used were
the additive trigonometric polynomial with � � ��� and a B�spline of order
�� respectively�� Figure � corresponds to a feature space of �� dimensions
and there is no over�tting� �The kernel used was the additive trigonometric
polynomial with � � ���

�a� �b�

Figure �� �a
 The L� generalization error versus � with a ��� dimensional feature
space� The inset magni�es the boxed region in the lower left section of the plot�
Note that over�tting occurs� �b
 The number of support vectors versus � for the
same feature space�

The eect of the embedding dimension m on generalization error was also
examined� According to Takens theorem the generalization error should de�
crease as m approaches the minimum embedding dimension� m�� Above m�

there should be no decrease in the generalization error� However� if the regres�
sion algorithm is sensitive to over�tting the generalization error can increase
for m � m�� The minimal embedding dimension of the MG�� series is ��
Our numerical results demonstrate the SVM does not over�t for the case of
a low dimensional kernel and over�ts slightly for high dimensional kernels�
see �gure �� The additive trigonometric polynomial with � � ��� and � were
used for this �gure�



�a� �b�

Figure �� �a
 The L� generalization error versus � with an in�nite dimensional
feature space� The inset magni�es the boxed region in the lower left section of the
plot� Note that ove�tting occurs �b
 The number of support vectors versus � for
the same feature space�

� Discussion

The SVM algorithm showed excellent performances on the data base of chaotic
time series� outperforming the other techniques in the benchmark in all but
one case� The generalization error is not sensitive to the choice of C� and very
stable with respect to � in a wide range� The variability of the performances
with � and D seems consistent with the theory of VC bounds�
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